PREDICTING THE FUTURE: A BYTE OF DIGITAL CURRENCY
Leslie Liu*
As the Covid-19 pandemic propels us into the uncharted realm of a cashless society,1
many have begun to look towards a future of digital currencies, whether issued by private
parties or central banks. But in order to critically explore and compare the various lands—or
nodes—of digital currencies, it is enlightening to first examine how we arrived at the modern
hardwiring of paper money. How did we get to where we are now? Was it a series of
fortuitous accidents, or was it something much more structured—an immense, architectural
project that has spanned the globe across several centuries?
After a brief synopsis of modern money in our capitalist system, I will examine the
three most prominent forms of digital currency, presenting their current status as well as their
future prospects: cryptocurrencies, of which Bitcoin is the seminal example; corporate
currencies such as Facebook’s newly rechristened Diem; and central bank digital currencies
(CBDCs). The first two forms of digital currency entail numerous drawbacks, chief among
them unaccountable policymaking and aggravated inequality. On the other hand, with
CBDCs gaining traction in numerous countries,2 they appear to be the most promising form
of digital currency. If adopted and made widely available to the public, they could help to
alleviate inequity by providing easier access to the unbanked. However, CBDCs might also
condense, or even eliminate, the fissure separating the central bank and commercial banks,
thereby giving rise to macroeconomic as well as legal challenges.
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I.

Historical Underpinnings of Capitalist Money

In popular discourse, paper money has long been imagined as “neutral,” as if it were a
mere lubricant facilitating exchange, an arbitrary medium that prior generations had
coincidentally settled upon.3 In reality, however, making money is the ultimate
“constitutional endeavor,”4 fraught with economic, political, and legal consequences.
Although often imagined as a neutral veil, money is in actuality an “institutional fact” with
“constitutive rules.”5
Money is “contrived by a group to measure, collect, and redistribute resources.”6
While the archetypal community that springs to mind is the nation-state, it can also be any
“collective organized along lines of loyalty, religion, or affinity to which people make
recurring contributions of labor or goods.”7 The identity of the organizing force of the
community—“king, church, democratic government, mining company, blockchain,
community group, multinational coffee chain”—has enormous political ramifications.8 Far
from an impartial object operating on the periphery, the design of money is centrally
“constitutive of the community in which that money circulates.”9 Money draws the
boundaries of community and, along with the market, defines that community.
Unlike the medieval world where the amount of credit was confined to the amount of
money in circulation, capitalist money creation operates by lending money into circulation.
The monetary institutional structure unique to capitalism refers to the process “whereby
private debts are routinely monetized by the linkages between the state’s debt and the
3
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banking system, as mediated by the central bank.”10 The two central elements are thus debt
creation and bank participation. The very “essence of capitalism lies in the elastic creation of
money by means of readily transferable debt,”11 grounding money centrally in the credit-debt
relationship. As the public becomes tied to the credit system, it voluntarily enters this
relationship by using credit to offset existing debt.
Money as debt ensures the state’s primordial position in the financial architecture:
indeed, capitalist credit-money developed in tandem with the rise of the modern state.12 The
emerging English nation-state in the sixteenth century “became the basis for the impersonal
trust that eventually enabled the forms of credit-money to become established outside the
interpersonal banking and exchange networks which, hitherto, they had been contained.”13 As
promises to pay, the “credibility of the promises forms a hierarchy of moneys that have
degrees of acceptability,” with the state’s sovereign issue of liabilities usually occupying the
top position.14 As the “largest makers and receivers of payments, and [by] declaring what was
acceptable as payment of taxes,” states established themselves as the ultimate arbiters.15
In the capitalist system, the state and commercial banks “share the creation of
money”16 and, as a result, private banks possess an outstanding level of sovereignty. When
England decided to entrust money-making powers to a cohort of private investors in a “major
creative enterprise,”17 thereby creating the Bank of England, money had already flouted the
previous disjunction between public and private.18 Most remarkable was the development of
commercial bank currencies, which were “promises-to-pay circulated as private parties
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extended credit, denominated in the public unit of account.”19 “Making money” thus
depended directly on the decisions of a consortium of investors, who issued notes at a
profit.20
The modern architecture of money creation bears striking resemblance to the English
model, where commercial banking “dominate[s] . . . money creation.”21 By the twentieth
century, in a conscious imitation of the British model, Congress had “endorsed commercial
banks as the vehicle for amplifying sovereign base money” while designating the Federal
Reserve as the “lender of last resort.”22 At the first level, the Treasury would give long-term
bonds to the Federal Reserve in exchange for money. Commercial banks then mimic this
logic by accepting debts from individuals and issuing checking deposits, thereby expanding
the amount of immediately usable credit in the system.
The state-bank partnership characteristic of modern capitalism generated a frail and
inequitable system. Although bank currencies carried enormous capacity to nourish growth,
they also “imported a startling fragility into the money supply.”23 As money consists in debt,
“disequilibria are to be expected.”24 The system works beautifully as long as the banks could
roll over their short-term liabilities, but it ran into trouble if those holding such promises
wanted to cash them in collectively.25 The faults of the financial system were painfully
apparent in the aftermath of the 2008 Financial Crisis,26 as it exposed the “inherent structural

19
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inequalities in the credit market.”27 The sovereign power accorded to private banks meant
that these institutions were free to decide forms of acceptable credit: such unbridled
discretion has led to unspeakable tragedies, chief among them the promotion of the slave
economy in antebellum American, where human bodies were used as collateral.
Alternative forms of money created by communities are nothing new, especially in
extraordinary periods such as war or economic catastrophe. While warfare prompts
governments to seek new ways of finance, recessions incite the public to reconsider the
existing infrastructure. In colonial America, provincial assemblies quickly discovered that the
power to create debt—and thus money—imbued them with enormous political leverage.
After the state-bank partnership was established, two periods of global economic recession in
the twentieth century gave rise to “local self-help schemes and local moneys.”28 Even a
national currency is something of a recent anomaly. Before the Civil War, America witnessed
a crescendo of monetary experimentation, giving rise to a “monetary [tower of] Babel.”29
Multiple media of exchange were common, as “privately-issued banknotes were used
simultaneously with government-backed fiat and commodity-backed currency.”30
At the turn of the twenty-first century, scholars had already portended that existing
monetary policy would “give way to the more technically neutral regulation of the integrity
of the computer systems that verify the creditworthiness of the counterparties’ assets.”31 With
the development of decentralizing technologies such as blockchain, some have predicted a
future where fiat, paper money would be replaced by cryptocurrencies.
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II.

“Magic Internet Money”: Bitcoin and Other Cryptocurrencies
First reports of Bitcoin labeled it “magic internet money,” which later evolved into

“virtual money” and eventually “cryptocurrency.”32 While the early frenzy may have
subsided, cryptocurrency’s popularity continues to increase, with 101 million cryptocurrency
users worldwide.33 As Bitcoin embodies archetypal features of most cryptocurrencies and
holds the most potential to metamorphose into a widely circulated currency, this section will
focus on Bitcoin. I will first present a brief overview of Bitcoin, examining its technological
innovations and current usage. Then, I will provide a summary of its advantages and
drawbacks, including an evaluation of how a cryptocurrency as fiat money will affect the
current economic and political structure.

A. What is Bitcoin?
A “cryptocurrency” is a digital currency in which encryption techniques are used to
regulate the generation of units of currency and verify the execution of payment transactions
on a decentralized network.34 Cryptocurrency manufacturing is “based on blockchain
technology—a distributed ledger enforced by a disparate network of computers.”35 According
to some, blockchain technology has “transformed cryptocurrencies to a more secure way of
monetary transactions without the interference of a centralized regulatory system.”36

32
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Various jurisdictions have taken different approaches to classifying Bitcoin. From a
taxation perspective, the United States treats Bitcoin as property.37 The German Bundesbank
has opined that Bitcoin is “neither a virtual currency nor digital money” because it lacks the
“exciting thing about money,” namely “trustworthiness and stability and consistently and
repeatedly upholding and ensuring these aspects.”38 The broadest inclusion of Bitcoin into the
financial infrastructure so far is Switzerland: beginning in 2021, taxes in the Swiss Canton of
Zug can be satisfied using Bitcoin.39 Despite the conversion of cryptocurrencies into taxreceivable value, they do not appear to be replacing public money, with the new channel
instead serving as a convenience mechanism. Ultimate payments will need to be converted
into fiat currency and local authorities have stated “we always receive [taxes] in Swiss francs,
even if payment is made in [B]itcoin.”40
Unlike conventional forms of money such as bank notes and deposits, Bitcoins are not
liabilities of a sovereign entity.41 From the outset, no parties are owed Bitcoin, meaning that
it does not act as a form of financial debt.42 Bitcoin’s value thus does not depend on the social
credit-debt relation that is fundamental to capitalist money, instead relying on the
transformation of “the relations between people into the execution of a programming
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language.”43 Significantly, most cryptocurrencies, like Bitcoin, are initially programmed to
have a limited supply.44 By excluding the state from money creation, if Bitcoin becomes
money with “its own ‘unit of account,’ like the dollar, the euro, . . . or the yuan,”45 it would
fundamentally disrupt the capitalist monetary infrastructure.

B. Bitcoin’s Promises
Rising from the ashes of the Financial Crisis, Bitcoin prides itself as the inauguration
of a new regime, an irrefutable response “both to the excesses of financial markets and to the
unlimited power of the state.”46 A key benefit cited by Bitcoin adherents is decentralization
of money creation. Because Bitcoin functions through an electronic payment system “based
on cryptographic proof instead of trust, [it allows] any two willing parties to transact directly
with each other without the need for a trusted third party.”47 Advocates contend that
transferring control and management of money from “socially and legally organized
institutions” to “a mathematically and electronically controlled process” insulates money
from the “domain of . . . the law and its associated politics.”48 Compared with the risks of
hyperinflation, sovereign default, and forgery, Bitcoin is allegedly protected from “monetary
abuse by authorities”49 and highly difficult to counterfeit. As the record on the ledger grows,
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“any attempt to redo the earlier work becomes harder . . . as it would also require redoing all
the blocks chained after it.”50
Bitcoin could potentially make the financial system more accessible to the
unbanked.51 The current need for mediation through financial institutions drives up
“transaction costs, limiting the minimum practical transaction size, and thus cutting off the
possibility for small, casual transactions.”52 Bitcoin could increase the speed of domestic and
cross-border transactions, eventually broadening “access to the financial system by poor and
rural households.”53 Low transaction fees would also help to make electronic payments and
microlending more appealing, tearing down previously formidable barriers of entry.54

C. Concerns and Contradictions
The promise of Bitcoin as the harbinger of a new era reminds one of the agrarian
populist advocates for financial reform in the post-Reconstruction era, and in particular of the
movement’s spectacular efforts to construct a more equitable credit system.55 But are we
really poised at the edge of a shattering, seismic revolution? Or is cryptocurrency instead “the
fruit of a potentially highly dangerous utopia”?56
Despite their purported virtues, contradictions embodied by cryptocurrencies abound,
notably in their crucial dependence on existing infrastructure. While cryptocurrencies
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promise to “remove trust from money,” verifications by a trusted intermediary “is only a
small part of the role played by [financial institutions] in lending credibility to the [dollar]
and enabling its wide use and acceptance.”57 Thus, cryptocurrency users continue to
“invok[e] state authority to regulate cryptocurrencies’ internal governance.”58 Somewhat
ironically, “the law, financial regulations and the State are . . . interpreted as essential
conditions for the organization of the market and therefore for establishing the circumstances
under which cryptocurrencies generate public confidence.”59 In particular, cryptocurrency
users confess a need for “the coercive and symbolic dimension of [the] law” to instill the full
functions of money into Bitcoin.60
Perhaps in reaction to such concerns, Bitcoin has been busy engaging in state-building
and institutionalization. Bitcoin has constructed “established exchanges, the backing for those
exchanges, . . . the rules for how to add or withdraw from those exchanges”61 as well as “its
own chamber of commerce.”62 Bitcoin is becoming increasingly centralized, as evidenced by
the dominance of “its own central bank,”63 through which the institution can vary supply
pursuant to a majoritarian process.64 A decoupling of duties, such as “between custody,
clearing and settlement responsibilities . . . may lead to greater resemblance with [the]
traditional financial market infrastructure.”65 Cryptocurrencies’ move towards central control
is not limited to Bitcoin66: tellingly, it is “increasingly the qualities of the infrastructure and
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administration of cryptocurrencies that, just as in the world of fiat currencies issued by
sovereigns, separate the value of one cryptocurrency from another.”67
Bitcoin’s attempts at institutionalization raises its own concerns. Despite the rallying
calls for equality, Bitcoin’s governing body is disconcertingly clandestine and opaque. While
Bitcoin’s design structure implies that its supply “is a function of what the majority of [its
controllers] think at any given time,” the parties controlling Bitcoin “are not economists or
monetary experts, but technology and programming experts, and entrepreneurs.”68 Further,
cryptocurrencies’ algorithms reflect “the decisions, choices and even arbitrariness built into
the algorithms as they were first created” by a limited cast of obscure characters.69
On a more elemental level, scholars attack the very characterization of Bitcoin as
“money.”70 Indeed, any cryptocurrency is antithetical to the definition of money as
anticipations of political obligation in the form of a circulating token with material value.
Bitcoin lacks the two primary features making up elemental money: fiscal value through
government spending and taxing, as well as a cash premium with the quality of circulation
enhanced by private transactions. Fiat money is invariably backed by states’ sovereign credit
and the promise of future taxation, thereby circulating as debt with fiscal value. Cash has the
additional attribute of being easily transferable, endowing sovereign debt with a cash
premium. While credit-money is transparently backed by the credit of the state, Bitcoin lurks
behind a permanent cloak of secrecy. Apart from the technological hurdles that prevent easy
circulation, Bitcoin is particularly fragile as money since it is “not backed by any revenue
stream and lack[s] any tangible value as a commodity.”71
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If Bitcoin does not partake of the conventional capitalist mold, how does it hold
value? While multiple theories abound,72 the most convincing one analogizes the
cryptocurrency to gold, as both are “speculative financial asset[s] that can be used as a
medium of exchange.”73 Given its price fluctuations, most Bitcoin transactions are between
speculative investors, and only a minority are used for purchases of goods and services.74
Indeed, reports have provocatively named Bitcoin the “New Gold,”75 with figures from the
political far right advocating for Bitcoin adoption through “a return to the Gold Standard” in
a pursuit of “absolute economic freedom.”76
However, both Bitcoin’s analogy to gold and the depiction of the Gold Standard as
exogenous are highly problematic. Unlike gold, Bitcoin has “no fundamental value from
alternative uses that could anchor its price,”77 thereby leaving the currency vulnerable to
manipulation, both by speculators and “traditional sovereign governments playing in the
cryptocurrency space.”78 Moreover, the transient Gold Standard in the late nineteenth century
left deep scars on the economy. Recurring attempts of naturalizing money and erasing its
public nature have proven time and again that gold is far from an external medium: as with
every other commodity, the price of gold rises with the amount of money in the system. In
Perry v. United States,79 the Supreme Court noted pointedly that there is no market for gold
except that created by Congress. The Gold Standard both failed to free the market from the
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political control of the state and proved to be a yoke bearing down on economic viability with
catastrophic consequences, including financial destruction, the abandonment of
Reconstruction, and rising inequality. With intense, chronic deflation, the Gold Standard
imposed racial and regional hierarchies—a feature that could well haunt Bitcoin’s future.
In fact, Bitcoin tends to exacerbate existing disparities. Far from bridging the wealth
gap, Bitcoin inequality is “more aggressive” because rich investors can afford to buy more of a
limited supply of coins.80 While advocates cite Bitcoin’s potential to ameliorate inequality by
“opt[ing] out as an owner of assets from [the] fiat system,”81 such statements are more an
acceptance of defeat than a viable solution. Individuals with more existing wealth to draw
from would undoubtedly be better poised to take advantage of Bitcoin, as “many in the lower
and middle classes can’t afford to own [B]itcoin.”82 The interconnectedness of the financial
system makes it so that initial endowments cannot simply be assumed away: as demonstrated
by the failure of black banking, segregated banks could not “help the black community hold
and multiply capital without changing the structure of property ownership first.”83
Finally, cryptocurrencies raise global security concerns, particularly regarding fraud,
money laundering, and terrorism financing. Compared to the myriad of regulations
safeguarding consumer transactions through traditional financial intermediaries, it is
“stunningly easy to permanently lose money put into cryptocurrencies,”84 with compromised
systems leading to losses totaling millions.85 Bitcoin allows “unmonitored movement of large
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sums of money on decentralized networks,”86 thereby serving as a “a useful tool for money
laundering”87 and possibly terrorism financing.88 Bitcoin exacerbates macroeconomic
problems with “reduced economic control, lost seigniorage . . . regulatory arbitrage, and
financial instability.”89 By undermining the conventional role of banks, cryptocurrencies
threaten the ability of central banks to maintain financial stability,90 while intensifying
“contagion from one market to another.”91

III.

From Libra to Diem92: Balance Ascendant Balance
Despite the paradigm-shifting discourse that often accompanies Bitcoin and its many

cousins, cryptocurrencies have presented “few realistic threats to state control over money.”93
However, central bankers “fret that [Facebook’s] Libra could reach billions and quickly erode
sovereignty over monetary policy.”94 As early as 2017, Mark Zuckerberg has called
Facebook the “social infrastructure” for the community, the very term used to define the
state.95 With Facebook’s presence on billions of phones worldwide, it has “the unique power
to coerce users into adopting a new form of currency.”96
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Indeed, both states and banks—the two key players in modern money creation—are
tightly intertwined with corporations and the legal norms governing them. Relying on laws
governing corporations, states in early America succeeded in regaining monetary power
through corporate entities. With the help of the judiciary, states have shed their sovereignty
through a corporate shell97 and succeeded in divesting themselves of responsibility through
the corporate form.98 While corporations proliferated in tandem with the rise of capitalist
money, banks—the only class of corporations endowed with sovereign power—gradually
constructed our current monetary infrastructure.
In spite of, or perhaps precisely because of, its ambitions, Libra was met with swift,
global backlash,99 and it is easy to understand why. Libra relies on a basket of existing
moneys while posing as a universal currency100: bluntly put, it leads a parasitic existence atop
national currencies while threatening to debunk its hosts. Implicit in the Libra Association’s
proposal is that “user confidence will be derivative of the efforts that national governments
and central banks expend on maintaining the sovereign currencies that make up the Libra
reserve.”101 By design, Libra “cannibalize[s] the market for sovereign currencies and . . .
erode[s] the ability of national authorities to earn their own seignorage.”102
Apart from its apparent desire of “have your cake and eat it too,” Libra carries many
concerns. First, apprehensions of Facebook’s monopoly and the rise of a “surveillance
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capitalism” abound.103 Libra will likely be “hyper-controlled by Facebook,”104 as Facebook’s
initial white paper on Libra explained that its “Libra Reserve” will act “as a ‘buyer of last
resort.’”105 With the Libra Association exerting absolute control over Libra’s infrastructure
and monetary policy, Libra would likely exacerbate the unfairness of the current system.106
Corporate coins would “privatize the returns from money issuance, transferring wealth from
the government to corporations and their shareholders.”107 Unlike heavily regulated banks,
putting monetary policy into the hands of a single corporation would give it full discretion to
“decide how and to what extent to augment the money supply and who would benefit from
monetary expansion.”108
Such unaccountable and possibly inexperienced governance would entail global harm
in a macroeconomic crisis. Similar to Bitcoin’s inherent instability owing to the lack of a
baseline public demand for privately issued money, Libra “is less likely than sovereignissued money to continue to function as a means of exchange and reliable store of value
during and after a panic.”109 A Libra panic could “result in a fire sale of assets, crippling the
financial markets.”110 Given Libra’s proposed scale, the impact of such a panic would likely
be global, and there would be intense pressure on national authorities to bail out Libra.111
Faced with intense regulatory pushback from numerous countries, Facebook has
retreated considerably from its early vision, taking pains to clarify that Libra will operate as
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“a complement to, not a replacement for, domestic currencies.”112 In addition to a singular
Libra coin, the project now also plans to support single-currency stablecoins tied to fiat
currencies such as the dollar and the euro,113 likely initiating the launch with “a single coin
backed one-for-one by the dollar.114 It would appear that Facebook no longer aspires to
become a “state above states,”115 instead relegating itself to the lesser, unobtrusive form of a
corporation. While Libra continues to seek “financial inclusion,”116 the project will no longer
be a harbinger for radical change in the financial infrastructure, instead emphasizing a
“global payment system”117 that “would not result in new net money creation.”118 By relying
upon the faith and credit of existing sovereign entities, Libra may ultimately transpire to be
not a novel form of money, but merely a balancing mechanism that ironically will remain
faithful only to its namesake.

IV.

Central Bank Digital Currency: Centralized Czars of a Decentralized
Future?
As opposed to the deconstructive project envisioned by cryptocurrency proponents, it

is perhaps more practical to reform the current system to promote financial inclusion and
fairness.119 As if on cue, central banks around the world are looking to create their own
digital currencies,120 and they might have the best chance of succeeding.
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While still a rather novel, and consequently ill-defined, term, a central bank digital
currency (CBDC) generally refers to “a central bank liability, denominated in an existing unit
of account, which serves both as a medium of exchange and a store of value.”121 As they are
currently described, they will use “private, permissioned blockchains — if they use
blockchain technology at all.”122 Although similar in certain respects, CBDCs and
cryptocurrencies are not inexorably linked. “It is far more reasonable to see CBDC projects
as iterative evolutions of digital tools for managing traditional money, . . . tools that would
have come to pass . . . regardless of whether Bitcoin had ever happened.”123 Some
jurisdictions have explicitly clarified that their CBDC is “not a cryptocurrency.”124
CBDCs are highly dependent upon existing financial infrastructure. As central banks
already provide digital money in the form of reserves or settlement account balances held by
commercial banks and certain other financial institutions, CBDCs “would be an innovation
for general purpose users but not for wholesale entities.”125 Certain jurisdictions envision the
creation and distribution of CBDCs as being entirely up to the central bank, rather than being
distributed among private intermediaries.126
While central banks already wield enormous power in the current framework,
positioning the central bank at the epicenter could drastically alter the core structure of
modern money. The majority of money today consists of money made by private,
commercial banks, not the central bank. Even after the Gold Clause Cases127 placed Congress
at the helm of money issuance, commercial banks remained irreplaceable money creators
through direct interactions with the public. Without the flexibility of private intermediaries
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who are privy to local knowledge, a breathing money supply runs the risk of losing its
elasticity.128
Further, as the only institution charged with maintaining financial stability in the
American economy,129 the Federal Reserve relies on close collaboration with a host of private
actors to stabilize markets in times of financial stress. The government’s delegation to
commercial banks restrains its own direct agency, a restriction that could be considerably
loosened if the Federal Reserve were to directly issue digital currency. Pushing the Fed,
perhaps along with the Treasury, to the forefront of the monetary framework could also raise
constitutional concerns of separations of powers and make the central bank more prone to
short-term political influence.130 Internationally, CBDCs have the potential to disrupt
financial hegemonies, as borders of economic influence will no longer “be contained by
political borders.”131
Faced with potential transformations to the status quo, many countries are initiating
international collaborations to grapple with basic design questions. The Bank for
International Settlement has reported that central banks “collectively representing a fifth of
the world’s population are likely to issue a general purpose [CBDC] in the next three
years.”132 Perhaps surprisingly, Ecuador’s central bank was the first to launch a CBDC in
2014, although the program was hastily aborted four years later. Recently, experts from the
ECB and “19 national central banks of the eurozone” noted the need for a “Europe-wide,
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risk-free digital system.”133 For the ECB, a digital euro must “avoid being . . . considered a
cryptocurrency,” and should “be used primarily as a form of payment to avoid fluctuations in
price.”134 The private sector would be intimately involved by developing ways “for the
currency to be used in practice by consumers.”135 The central banks of Britain, the euro zone,
Japan, Sweden, and Switzerland have also commented that “they will share experiences in a
group assisted by the [Bank for International Settlements] as they examine the case for
issuing CBDCs.”136 While the Federal Reserve was notably absent from this initiative,137
recent events may have stimulated American legislatures to be more open to the
possibility.138
One of the main advantages to a central bank of issuing its own digital currency is
enabling the government to have more direct control and understanding of the financial
system.139 The 2008 Financial Crisis came as unpredictably as it did partly because the Fed
had less control over the capital layer of the market than commercial banks, which forced it
into the uncomfortable position of acting as “dealer of last resort” in the crisis.140 With faster,
traceable payments, a digital currency would “permit better intervention in response to the
business cycle.”141 By providing digital records, a non-anonymous CBDC could improve the
application of rules aimed at anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing.142 At
the individual level, a CBDC, like cash, is “not only a mechanism to exit a bank in trouble
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but also a method of exiting the entire banking system, which is particularly important during
a system-wide financial crisis.”143 A CBDC thus serves as another line of defense to “help
maintain confidence in the banking system.”144
CBDCs could also promote financial inclusion.145 Practically speaking, it is “much
easier to expand the current Federal Reserve payments system to include the unbanked”
rather than create a wholly new currency atop a new technological platform and “make sure
the unbanked are using it.”146 Indeed, CBDCs could engender enhanced financial
accessibility “by providing citizens with access to a safe form of money in the fast-changing
digital world.”147 If individuals could maintain an account directly at the central bank,
universal access to transaction accounts might become more feasible.148
To provide a fuller flavor of international experiments, in what follows, I will first
examine Ecuador’s short-lived experiment with CBDCs. Then, I will explore the cases of
Sweden and China, both of whom launched pilot programs of CBDCs earlier this year.
Finally, I will turn to debates within the United States to examine several proposals that
would propel the Federal Reserve into everyday transactions, and then plunge briefly into
practical challenges a digital dollar would face.

A. Ecuador’s Misplaced Enthusiasm
After officially banning Bitcoin in 2014, Ecuador introduced its own digital currency
project, the Sistema de Dinero Electrónico (electronic money system), that same year.
Modeled on private providers of mobile money, users would “keep account balances on the
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central bank’s own balance sheet and transfer them using a mobile app.”149 While Ecuador’s
experiment with CBDC was accompanied with great fanfare, its use was disappointingly
limited. The CDBC peaked at only $11.3 million in account balances, compared to the
country’s narrow money stock of $24.5 billion.150 Financial institutions were not obliged to
use the CDBC, and its use corresponded to “less than 0.003% of the monetary liabilities of
the Ecuadorian financial system.”151 It was eventually discontinued in 2018.
Widespread distrust of the central bank seems to be at the root of consumers’
reluctance to embrace CBDCs. Due to previous defaults on sovereign dollar-denominated
bonds, it was reasonable for an informed Ecuadorian citizen to believe that “that dollars on
deposit at a private commercial bank in Ecuador were less risky than dollars on deposit at the
central bank.”152 Private banks were also policed by the judiciary, while the central bank was
privileged with sovereign immunity.153 The enabling legislation specified no limit on the
volume of electronic dollars the central bank could create and, importantly, no prudential
requirement that the central bank hold adequate assets to redeem them.154 Ecuador has since
tried to revive some form of the project, although the new currency, BiMo, differs
significantly from its initial ambition.155 Not only will BiMo be operated by a private
commercial bank,156 it will also require transaction fees when converting from the digital
currency to the dollar.157
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Ecuador’s experience demonstrates that the extent of a CBCD’s development
ultimately still depend on the state and social infrastructures. In the era of pure credit-money,
money’s credibility “resides in governments’ and central banks’ transparent maintenance of
sound money practice.”158 Good governance, legal constraints, and trust remain crucial to a
well-functioning money, no matter it be created by a private entity or a central bank.

B. The Experimenters: Sweden and China
Both Sweden and China explicitly prohibit the use of cryptocurrency as money, citing
various concerns including fraud and capital controls.159 In March 2018, the Swedish Central
Bank announced that “[B]itcoins are not money,” noting their unstable value and lack of
guarantee by a national bank.160 China has banned cryptocurrency as legal tender, although it
continues to recognize such currencies as virtual commodities.161 Competition from corporate
coins also looms large in the background: among Sweden’s rationales for developing a ekrona was the concern that “successful penetration . . . by a multinational digital currency”
such as Libra would cause it to “lose the ability to adjust monetary policy to domestic
conditions.”162
Strikingly, both nations’ enthusiasm towards CBDCs stemmed from popular demand.
Sweden’s initiative was borne out of broad social discussion that reflected how a significant
decline in cash transactions was developing “pernicious social effects.”163 Only 2% of the
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money used for payments in Sweden is currently in cash,164 and a mere 1% of Swedish GDP
existed in banknotes in 2018.165 As more bank branches become cashless, the Swedish public
has found it increasingly difficult to access central bank money.166 Similarly, China’s swift
uptake of digital currencies started due to the widely popularized e-payment systems of
WeChat and Alipay.167 Currently, around 92% of the population in China’s largest cities use
the two apps as their primary means of payment.168 Given the “already extensive
acquaintance of the Chinese people with online and mobile payments,” some scholars suggest
that the Chinese CBDC could be widely and easily promoted.169
The two national experiments appear to be running on parallel tracks, with both
allocating a notable degree of power to private firms.170 The Swedish Riksbank program is
now in its technical pilot stage,171 with Accenture as its “technology partner.”172 China’s
CBDC, officially named “Digital Currency, Electronic Payment” (DCEP), has been on a trial
run in four cities, with four major banks as well as Tencent and Alibaba involved in the
process.173 On March 24, 2020, the People’s Bank of China completed the development of
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the currency’s basic functions and began drafting laws for its implementation.174 In Suzhou,
government employees are already receiving a portion of their salaries in the digital yuan
through a smartphone app175: a classic rendition of the government spending new currency
into circulation. The pilot program has since expanded into fast-food and beverage
companies, including McDonald’s and Starbucks.176 So far, more than “113,300 personal
digital wallets and about 8,800 corporate digital wallets have been opened as part of the pilot
[programs].”177
Both jurisdictions seem to be wary of disrupting the current financial structure, and
are treading lightly on large-scale, design modifications. Riksbank proposal for a “synthetic
e-krona” highly resembles the current system where “the role of the central bank is to be an
actor in the middle of the payment system with the private market acting as a secondary layer
serving customers.”178 Similarly, China’s CBDC is “structured to be distributed through a
two-tiered system, where the [People’s Bank of China] will issue the e-currency to
commercial banks, which then will provide the currency to individuals.”179 Each digital yuan
is created, signed and issued by China’s central bank, “exactly like cash.”180 Commercial
banks distribute the currency to “customers, who can download the currency from their bank
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accounts into digital wallets or apps, akin to taking cash out at an ATM.”181 While the
People’s Bank of China has plans to substitute CBDC for cash in circulation, it emphasized
the change would not “replac[e] other aspects of China’s monetary supply.”182

C. America’s Waning Skepticism: All Things Fed
Amid the Covid-19 pandemic, there was renewed urgency in the United States to
facilitate easier, faster, and safer methods of payment, with many of them involving digital
currencies. One proposal was for the creation of “Fedcoin,” a “decentralized, flexible, and
well-backed payments system that grants . . . the Fed[] a set of special privileges and
responsibilities.”183 Unlike Bitcoin, the price of Fedcoin would be anchored by implementing
a two-way convertibility system between cash and Fedcoin.184 The Fed’s blockchain would
be overseen by “a trusted third party – the central bank – which would have the exclusive
right to add or modify entries.”185 In addition, a central bank’s blockchain would “be kept
hidden . . . to preserve the privacy of citizens and the competitive secrets of businesses.”186
While some are skeptical,187 the Federal Reserve Board of Governors and several Federal
Reserve Banks are “actively working on the digital dollar.”188 Proposed legislation involves
Americans each having “an account at the Fed in which digital dollars could be deposited, as
liabilities of the Federal Reserve Banks, which could be used for emergency payments.”189
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A similar proposal, FedAccount, would give the general public “the option to have a
bank account at the Federal Reserve,” offering all the functionality of ordinary bank accounts
with the exception of overdraft coverage.190 Similar to Fedcoin’s de-emphasis on
technologies underlying Bitcoin, FedAccount’s creators stress that the Federal Reserve
should not rely on distributed ledger technology191: central banks should not “be eager to
facilitate anonymous transfers, which can be used for terrorist financing, money laundering,
tax evasion, and other illicit activities.”192 Indeed, “[w]hen it comes to money and payments,
integration and interoperability are demonstrably better than fragmentation and
balkanization.”193 In addition, distributed ledger technology remains “extremely slow and
inefficient compared to centralized ledger systems.”194 Instead, the Federal Reserve should
simply expand “access to a desirable, proven product that [it] already offers: bank accounts at
the central bank.”195
If adopted on a large scale, FedAccounts has the potential to bring about “profound,
systemic changes.”196 Financial stability would be enhanced as FedAccounts would “crowd
out unstable, privately issued deposit substitutes, which are one of the driving forces behind
financial instability.”197 Monetary control and monetary policy transmission would improve
as current problems with pass-through policy rates would diminish or disappear.198
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FedAccounts would also “generate revenue for the federal government while imposing
minimal or potentially zero user fees.”199
Despite the compounding possibilities of a digital dollar, whether the Fed has the
legal authority to issue a CBDC is a questionable point. While some claim that “the digital
dollar would be fully covered by existing regulations guiding issuance and circulation of
Federal Reserve monies,”200 Fed Governor Lael Brainard has noted it is “unclear if [the Fed]
has the authority to issue a digital currency and digital wallets for use by the public”201
without legislative approval. Related debates within the Federal Reserve Banks have
revolved around whether a digital dollar would be privileged with legal tender status,202 and
whether it “can[] be refused in the discharge of any dollar-denominated debts.”203
Legalizing a digital dollar will likely be a fraught political battle requiring both
congressional blessings and judicial approval. As the Treasury currently defines the dollar as
“[t]he coin and paper money of the United States . . . that is designated as legal tender”204 and
the constitution has authorized only Congress to “change the laws and institutions related to
currency,”205 any digital addition will likely require congressional authorization. As both a
public and private creation, money is also indisputably a legal institution shaped by judicial
decisions. The Supreme Court has historically granted the federal government abundant
latitude in governing money and could well do so again. As early as the nineteenth century,
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in Julliard v. Greenman,206 the Supreme Court rejected money as having externally defined
“intrinsic value,” stressing that the national government’s power to issue sovereign debt was
a broad power directly found in the Constitution. The Gold Clause Cases presented potent
illustrations of Congress’s virtually unlimited power in shaping the monetary market: in
Norman v. Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Co.,207 the Court acknowledged the federal
government’s unique and capacious monetary authority.
At the practical level, implementing a digital currency is a formidable challenge.
While there was clear congressional desire to create a bill that would allow American to
create her “her own government-run digital currency” during debates over the first
coronavirus stimulus deal earlier this year,208 whether the public will accept such a dollar is
an entirely different matter. Sweden and China boast strong public markets teeming with
digital payments, but there is no such commensurate familiarity among American
consumers.209 Absent widespread knowledge of a digital dollar based on public consensus,
we will likely see sluggish, haphazard, and potentially destabilizing uptake.

V.

Conclusion
When we talk about money, we are talking about the very world we live in, permeated

by centuries of experiments and innovations. We are talking about an enormously powerful
medium that is both formative of the political community and constructive of relations within
the polity. We are talking about a collective institutional history that is fundamental to our
existence as social beings. But we are also talking of systemic inequities, devastating
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fragilities, and tumultuous, built-in cycles of boom-and-bust that have the capacity to
eviscerate millions of lives at the drop of a dime.210 We are talking about a way of life that is
composed, contentious, and capable of enormous, divisive destruction.
The Covid-19 pandemic has once again laid bare the deficiencies of the current
architecture.211 In such extraordinary junctures, the public is liable to be reminded of the
constructed nature of money on multiple fronts: socially, legally, and politically. While such
realization instigates fierce political battles, it also raises unique opportunities for radical
reform.212 Much like the numerous, innovative experiments that flourished like spring
mushrooms in colonial America, perhaps we are once again poised at the advent of a new era,
with fantastic opportunities brimming on the horizon.
Even as digital currencies issued by private parties weave beguiling accounts of
financial independence, both Bitcoin and Libra portend dystopian futures of exacerbated
inequality and unaccountable monetary policies. The lack of transparency, stability, and
experience that plague these private organizations put their currencies at a severe
disadvantage compared to digital currencies issued by a sovereign entity. Indeed, even as
issuers of Bitcoin and Libra preoccupy themselves with state-building, private currencies will
likely intensify existing equality, as actors within the ecosystem seek to build up their virtual
property through extant wealth.
While it is still premature to assess the impacts of CBDCs on the larger economy,
digital currencies issued by sovereign entities hold the most promise both of becoming a
wide-spread unit of account and of reducing economic disparities. As CBDCs do not require
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connection to a bank account, the unbanked will become integrated into the online economy
simply through a mobile device, thereby promoting financial inclusion as well as efficient
credit allocation. While pitfalls of public banking concentrating in the central bank could
represent challenges, early experimenters have alleviated this concern by involving a number
of private corporations in the piloting process.213 Indeed, in the test runs of a digital RMB,
policymakers have extended their traditional partnership with commercial banks to include
dominant technology companies.214 At this early stage of CBDC development, it would
appear that policymakers are keen to preserve the current financial architecture and are
seeking to promote digital currencies through cooperation with private parties.
Whatever the future’s paradigm evolves into, successful changes will not take place
without corresponding transformations in social institutions and in the legal system.215
Modern money, after all, evolved from a long and continuing series of constitutional dramas.
At the same time, public awareness and participation in the erection of a fresh monetary
architecture is also direly necessary. Voluminous narratives of monetary history have taught
us money’s formidable ability to frame enduring social institutions as well as transient daily
interactions. It is thus with hope that we wade into the realms of digital currency, keenly
cognizant of the challenges that lie ahead, but also harboring great confidence on the
potential of human ingenuity.
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